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source or target language. Since, long time

Abstract
A machine translation system can be a
general machine translation system or it
can

be

a

domain specific

machine

translation system as well. A domain

researchers

have

contributed

by

developing various domain based systems
to minimise the ambiguity in translation of
technical terms of each domain [1-21].

specific machine translation system is such

Index Terms – Machine Translation

a system which is developed to translate

System,

the text related to some particular domain

Technical ambiguity, Inflection errors,

from one language to another language.

Word

While developing a machine translation

disambiguation.

system which is specific to a particular
domain then there are certain challenges

Technical

out

of

ambiguity,

vocabulary

Non-

error,

2. Challenges

related to that domain only. In this paper

2.1 Finalisation of Subject domain:

we

of

Computer Science itself is a very vast filed

developing a Hindi to Punjabi Machine

where number of subjects are taught at

Translation System to translate computer

different level of technical education.

related text material.

There is variation in the subjects and level

Introduction

of teaching at different levels. Being a

have

studied

the

challenges

domain specific system, every specific
Accuracy level of any general machine
translation system decreases while it
translates the text of some specific domain.
Main

reason

for

this

is

specific

terminology used in that particular domain
is some time creates ambiguity while

subject might have some different unique
issues which required to be resolved for
accomplishment of accurate translation of
the text. It was very important to first
finalise the subjects on which we should
consider for our study.

integrated with the general text of the
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Finalisation of Subjects

Availability of Study Material in Hindi

Digitisation of Text

Correction of Digitised Text

Translation Using Existing Hindi to Punjabi Machine
Translation System

Error Recognition

Development of Algorithms and Lexical Resources for
removing errors

Figure 1
Challenges in the development of system

2.2

Availability

of

Computer

2.3

Digitisation of Text

Text Material in Hindi

Before developing a system to translate

The first most requirements for developing

computer related text it was required to

a domain specific Machine Translation

evaluate the existing Hindi to Punjabi

system which can translate the computer

Machine Translation system. To evaluate

related text from Hindi to Punjabi was to

the existing system, it was necessary to

acquire

computer

convert all the available study material of

subjects in Hindi. It is challenge to collect

computer subjects into digital form. There

the computer related text material in Hindi

are mainly two possibilities to convert the

which is not available easily in the

text into digitised form. First one is

digitised or printed form.

manual by typing the text in Hindi but, this

study

material

of

is very long a time consuming process.
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There are certain OCR available in the

“ind.senz” [22]. Through these OCR

market like Hindi OCR developed by

printed text can be digitised.

2.4

digitised text from Hindi to Punjabi.

Correction

of

Digitised

During evaluation all the errors can be

Texts

recognised which needs to be corrected.
Due to technical limitations of OCRs,
output of Hindi OCR needs to be checked

2.6

manually to ensure the correct input to

To revamp the baseline Hindi to Punjabi

Hindi to Punjabi translation system. There

Machine Translation system into a domain

could be number of errors which needs to

specific system, it is required to first find

be corrected manually to make the text

out the errors generated by baseline system

translatable.

while translating computer related text

2.5

from Hindi to Punjabi. Again this work

Translation Using Hindi to

Punjabi

Machine

Translation

Error Recognition

has to be done manually and translated text
of all the five subjects was manually

System
Before

checked. Different kinds of errors could be
developing

a

domain

based

translation system it is necessary to

identified and all those errors were
categorised in four types of errors.

evaluate the existing general machine
translation system by translating the

Types of Errors
Identified

Technical Word
Ambiguity

Non Technical
Word
Ambiguity

Inflection
Errors

Word out of
Vocabulary

Figure 2
Types of Errors
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2.7.

There are different kinds of problems

Development of Algorithms

and Lexical Resources for

which required different method.

Removing Errors

2.7.1 Disambiguation

All types of errors discussed in section 2.6

2.7.2 Inflectional Analysis

were required to be rectified to update the

Hindi and Punjabi are highly inflectional

system so that it can translate text related

languages. Different researchers have

to computer subjects more accurately.

Input Text

Identification of Ambiguous word

Checking of Context Entry in Trigram
Data Base

No
Entry Available
In Database?

Shift to Word
Out of
Vocabulary
Module

Yes

Translation on the basis of context

Figure 3
Procedure for Disambiguation
adopted different approaches for resolving

between both source and target language.

the issue of inflectional errors in machine

Hindi and Punjabi share almost same

translation. Selecting a approach for the

inflectional structure of sentences. In this

same depends on the degree of similarity

system researcher has selected rule based
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approach for resolving this issue of

match is found then the same rule is

inflectional error. In this case all the

implemented on the token. Translation of

inflectional errors were identified and

the word is generated in Punjabi according

categorically a rule was implemented to

to the rule applied. Once the word is

resolve each kind of inflectional error.

generated as output it is checked with the

Those rules were integrated with the rules

Punjabi corpus to check that whether that

described earlier in the existing Hindi to

generated word is part of Punjabi corpus or

Punjabi

not. In case generated word is found in

Figure

Machine
4

presents

Translation
the

system.

working

of

Punjabi corpus it is send as output. But if

inflectional analysis module of the updated

the Punjabi generated word is not found in

system. Every word as a token is send to

the Punjabi corpus of the system it is

this sub module of inflectional analysis. It

treated as word out of vocabulary and send

is checked that whether a rule defined

to transliteration module.

matches with the token or not and if a
Input of Inflectional word
Find out the related rule

Rule Found ?

Transliteration Module

NoRule
Generate Punjabi Translation according to
Find Translated word in Punjabi Corpus

Word
YesFound in
Punjabi Corpus
?
Generated word is Final output

Figure 4
Procedure for Resolving Inflectional Errors
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